MINOR COURSE CHANGES

Re-Naming a Course

Department of Computer Science
- CSC2410H  Old Title: Algorithms in Graph Theory
  New Title: Introduction to Graph Theory

Department of Mathematics
- MAT1000H  Old Title: Real Analysis
  New Title: Real Analysis I
- MAT1001H  Old Title: Complex Analysis
  New Title: Real Analysis II
- MAT1002H  Old Title: Complex Variables
  New Title: Complex Analysis
- MAT1100H  Old Title: Algebra
  New Title: Algebra I
- MAT1101H  Old Title: Theory of Groups
  New Title: Algebra II
- MAT1102H  Old Title: Discrete Groups
  New Title: Topics in the Theory of Groups
- MAT1300H  Old Title: Topology
  New Title: Topology I

Re-Numbering a Course

Cinema Studies Institute
- CIN6155H to CIN5968H - Actuality, Documentary, Reality

MINOR PROGRAM CHANGES

New Courses

Department of Art
- FAH1125H – Medieval Pilgrimage Art and Architecture

Department of Chemistry
- CHM1108H – Mass Spectrometry Fundamentals and Instrumentation
Department of History
• HIS1675H – Imperial Circulation and Diasporic Flows in the British Empire

Department of Mathematics
• MAT1301H – Topology II

School of Public Policy and Governance
• PPG2020H – Reading Course

Department of Statistics
• STA2047H – Stochastic Calculus

**Deleting Degree Program from a Collaborative Program**

Collaborative Program in South Asian Studies
Deletion of Master of Social Work from the Collaborative Program in South Asian Studies

**PROGRAM INITIATIVES AND MAJOR PROGRAM CHANGES**

**Program Requirement and Structure Change**

Department of Chemistry
• Proposed Change:
  We propose to remove the “Cumulative Exams” requirement for Ph.D. Candidates in the field of Analytical Chemistry. The field-specific program requirements for Analytical Chemistry will be as follows:

  One half-course in each of the areas of Spectroscopy, Separation Science/Electrochemistry, and Advanced Instrumentation/Data Analysis, plus one other half-course to support the research program. Candidates must also participate in the Analytical Chemistry seminar program.

Department of Geography
• Proposed Change:
  JPG 1111H Advanced Research Design or a methods course in a related department subject to the approval of the supervisor
  PLA 2000H Advanced Planning Theory
  PLA 2001H Planning Colloquium (CR/NCR)

Department of Political Science
• Proposed Change:
  i) PhD students will declare two fields: Field 1 and Field 2. This change replaces the current option to declare either a Major Core and Minor Core Field, or a Major Core Field and an Area of Specialization.

  ii) Students will write two Qualifying Examinations, in each of Field 1 and Field 2. This change replaces the current requirement to write one examination in only the major field of study.
iii) Four fields are eligible for Field 1 designation: Canadian Politics, Comparative Politics, Political Theory and International Relations. This designation eliminates the current distinction between Comparative Industrial Politics and Comparative Developing Politics.

iv) Six fields are eligible for Field 2 designation: Canadian Politics, Comparative Politics, Political Theory, International Relations, Public Policy, and Development Studies. This change eliminates four areas of specialization: Political Economy; Political Behaviour and Democratic Politics; Public Law and Federalism; and Women, Gender and Politics. It converts the fifth area of specialization, Public Policy, to a Field 2 option. Development Studies also becomes a Field 2 area of study.

v) Students are required to take 2 FCE in Field 1, one of which will include the core course. The current requirement is 2 FCE in the Major Field.

vi) Students are required to take 1.5 FCE in Field 2, one of which will be the core course. The Director of Graduate Studies has the discretion to waive Field 2 requirements for students in collaborative programs. This change replaces the current requirement to do 2 FCE in the minor field or area of specialization.

vii) Students are required to do a .5 FCE Doctoral Research Workshop during their second or third year. This requirement is non-waivable.

viii) Students who do not designate Political Theory as Field 1 are required to do .5 FCE in Quantitative Methods. This requirement will be waivable on the basis of previous MA work. Students who designate Political Theory as Field 1 will substitute a non-waivable .5 FCE intensive reading course for the .5 FCE quantitative methods requirement.

ix) Students are required to do .5 FCE in Qualitative Methods. This requirement will be waivable on the basis of previous MA work. Changes vii-ix replace the current requirement for all students, except those for whom Political Theory is their major field, to do .5 FCE in research design. The change requires Political Theory students to complete the .5 FCE Doctoral Research Workshop.